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Resumé
• Le profilage de la fréquence lexicale (PFL, Laufer et Nation, 1995), très influent dans la 

recherche et l'instruction du vocabulaire en anglais langue seconde (English as a Second 
Language, ou ESL), a eu un début plutôt lent en français. Ceci est dû notamment au manque 
d'accès à des grands corpus français à partir desquels des informations pédagogiquement 
pertinentes sur la fréquence des mots pourraient être dérivées. Des efforts pionniers dans les 
années 1990 (Goodfellow et Lamy, 2002) ont facilité des comparaisons prometteuses de 
la couverture lexicale des textes en français et en anglais (Cobb & Horst, 2004), ce qui a eu 
des implications pédagogiques qui étaient à la fois intéressantes et pratiques (Ovtcharov, 
Cobb & Halter, 2006), mais non concluantes, en raison de l'incomplétude de l'information sur 
lesfréquences (des mots). En revanche, présentement le travail le travail qui sous-tend 
le Dictionnaire des fréquences du français de Lonsdale et Lebras (Routledge 2009) a produit 
et mis à disposition des informations sur la fréquence des mots autant complète que 
lemmatisée, tirée de corpus français. Cela signifie que les chercheurs et les enseignants 
peuvent désormais, en principe, utiliser la méthode dePFL pour explorer en profondeur la 
composition lexicale, la sophistication, et la «richesse» des textes français.

À être discuté sera la méthode d'intégration des informations sur la fréquence au sein d'une 
méthodologie PFL, des exemples des types de recherche qui rendent possible ce profilage, et 
les moyens par lesquels les chercheurs peuvent accéder aux outils de cette analyse afin de 
les utiliser pour leurs propres fins. Les premiers résultats représentatifs de l'application de 
cette méthodologie en français seront offerts, y compris une suggestion que le français 
déploie ses ressources lexicales différemment de l'anglais et peut présenter des défis lexicaux 
nouveaux et précédemment indéfinis à ses apprenants.
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Key assumptions

(1) Reading competence is largely lexical competence

(2) Lexical competence includes but is not limited to knowing words

(3) The big problem is WHICH words are most important to know

(4)  That word frequency is the best available guide to the utility of 
knowing a word

– And essential to any discussion of “lexical competence”

(5) That learning starts with recognition of form and main meaning
--- which is largely sufficient for reading

--- with production coming later 
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Frequency - the main new idea of the 
“vocab revolution” 1990- in ESL/FL…

Is Zipf’s old idea that some
words get way more use in any 

language

But now made useable 
by corpus technology
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Computer + empirical research = where to 
draw the line on frequency
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Key Concepts
• Frequency

– Word: The number of occurrences of a word in a 
corpus

– Family: The occurrences of a whole word family in a 
corpus

• Family = Word + Inflections + derivations

• Frequency Band

– Groups of (usually 1,000) word families (or k-lists)

• Frequency profile

– The % of word tokens in a particular text that are 
from each band

• E.g, 70% from first 1,000, 10% from 2nd 1,000, etc. 11



Example

• “The cat sat on the mat”
– The 1k
– Cat 1k
– Sat 1k
– On 1k
– The 1k
– Mat 4k

• Six words = 100% of text
– 1k items = 5/6 of text = 83%

• So 1k gives 83% coverage in 
this text
– Or “accounts for” 83% of the 

tokens”

So the profile is:
• 1k=83%
• 4k=17%

The pedagogical question is:
• Can a learner with 1,000 words ‘read’ 

this text?
– I.e. infer the meaning of ‘mat’ to build a 

semantic model of the entire 
proposition

The empirical research is:
• 95% coverage is needed for reliable 

inference
– So ‘mat’ here would be Maybe
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Visual of a VP for Text “x” (v. 2016)
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http://
lextutor.ca/
vp/



Key concept: 
Minimal Lexical Competence for 

reading

• Defined in English as knowing 95% of the 
words in a text

– Or, when your lexical knowledge cover 95% of the 
words in a text

• Or, your knowledge gives you 95% coverage of a text

–As determined how?
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Classic coverage figures for English
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1, consistency, 2 where to look
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So while 2,000 families
= 80% coverage
is good news …

…Attention soon focused 
on the flat curve beyond

Especially as empirical research
showed basic comprehension 
depends on 95% words known

-e.g. Laufer 1989
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2001: Enter

the AWL effect

Averil Coxhead (2001), New Academic word List, TESOL Quarterly



Fairly uniform across disciplines
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So  it was a reasonable question to ask,
“Is there an AWL in French?”

An interesting question for several 
reasons…
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1 PRACTICE:
Investigate lexical competence in French 

on behalf of FL2 learners

2 THEORY: 
Investigate a curious puzzle 

Since English AWL basically = French cognates…
So in French are these terms “academic words” or common words? 

Within or beyond 2k? 



An interesting question …

Which it gradually became 
possible to answer
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30

VP FRENCH – v.1

zoom



English                             French

31ENG 1+2=80, FR 1+2=90 80%             90%



So is French getting the AWL effect 
for free?
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The question was gradually 
reformulated:

Is there an AWL in French?

“Is there room for an AWL In French?”
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2004
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The answered seemed, “No”

1k+2k is already giving 90% coverage in French

(Because French contains its AWL within its common lexis?)

And the remaining 10% is presumably needed for 
technical, archaic, oddball, & misspelled items

With the implication that acquiring a functional 
lexical competence was easier in French

Less to learn for = coverage
36
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1995-2005, a happy picture in ESL vocab
2k+AWL=90% (+ ‘technical’= 95%!) 

BUT SHORT LIVED
1. Definition of basic competence recalculated :

The Comprehension-Bar is raised
95% coverage → 98% coverage (Nation, 2006)

2. Definition of technical lexis became less clear
Some domains just use common words (‘needle’ in nursing)

3. New corpora put the existence of AWL in question

– BNC lists (2005)

– BNC-COCA lists (2012)
• AWL just an artefact of the old pre-corpus 1k-2k frequency lists?
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Meanwhile, back in English
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VP-BNC-Coca – new type of profile

zoom



So the new question about French is ~

Is there room for an AWL In 
French?

“How are the medium and low frequency 

lexical resources of French deployed in the 
remaining 10% space available?”

What does this imply for learning French?

Again, the question gradually became 
answerable →
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25 lemmatized French k-lists

• From Lonsdale & Le Bras dictionary 
project at BYU

• Based on 23-million word corpus

• Continental + International French  50/50

• Spoken and written 50/50

• Literary 40%, expository 60%

• List-crunched for RANGE + FREQ
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45

FRENCH – v.5



So with this we can investigate the 
shape of the mid-frequency French 

lexicon
And make plausible comparisons with 
English

• What lies between 90% and 95% 
coverage in French texts?

–Or between 90% and 98%?

• Is there “less to learn” in French than in 
English ?
– (Remembering that lemmas ≠ families)
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3 tests
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Test 1
Translated popular texts

20 translated Readers’ Digest texts
→ 20 Fr, 20 Eng

Half translated Eng->Fr, half Fr-> Eng
Total 2939 words Eng, 3650 words Fr  

Run through VP-Fr as a mini-corpus 
(as a single file) 48
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E
N
G
L
I
S
H

95%

98%
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F
R
E
N
C
H

95%

98%



Eng                Side by side Fr
(fams)                                         (lemmas)                   
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Using 98% criterion



So ~

With the new lists and definitions
• (Note that 98% figure has never actually been 

established for French)

• While English and French both get to 90% at 
about 3,000 families/lemmas

– English gets to 98% at 8,000 known words

– French gets to 98% at 16,000 known words!
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Fr 
(lemmas)

• A lot of words lie 
behind that circle!

• The difference between 
k8 to k16 is only 100
word types in this mini-
corpus

• … these 100 words are 
drawn from a pool of 
8,000 lemmas
– So for generalizability…
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Vite à demarrer ~  lente à finir



Test 2
Translation of extended literary work

• Samuel Beckett’s idea - French 
as “an impoverished lexicon”?

– Actually he never said this

• But he did write in French, and 
“use stark language to con-
vey a stark world”

– How stark is Beckett’s 
French?
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«En attendant Godot»“Waiting for Godot”

Proper nouns-<1k has changed the 1k-2k thing



Test 3
Maybe Tests 1+2 were something about 

translated texts?

Ok, then let’s compare
4 random original editorial texts

From each of ~
(1) Le Devoir – Montreal
(2) Le Monde - Paris
(3) The Globe & Mail – Toronto
(4) The NY Times – New York

Chosen 14-15 August, 2016
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Conclusion
(1) Comparing languages:

– French makes slightly more use of its common 
words than English does

– But it makes far more use of its mid- and low-
frequency lexical resources (3k to 20k+)

– So, Yes, languages are distinct in the way they 
deploy their lexical resources
• So Cobb & Horst (2004) was right as far as it went, but 

incomplete

– Old technology, fledgling paradigm,…
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Conclusion

(2) Comparing learning tasks:

Learning enough vocab for 90% coverage 
looks slightly easier in French than English

But learning enough words for 98% or even 
95% coverage looks far more difficult 

95% is best guess at basic lexical competence for reading
98% for full competence

How many FL2-S’s ever get to basic ?
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(3) The shapes of the two lexicons seem to be 
like this:

English
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98%95%



French
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98%95%
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TOGETHER:

Eng
Fr
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But notice that the French early advantage 
(higher coverage) persists to about 4k

(So 3k words in French gives better coverage than in English)

Fr

Eng

Superimposed

Fr

Eng



So our best guess (v.2016) at basic lexical 
competence for reading in FL2 ?
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3,000 lemmas
90% coverage 7,000 lemmas

95% coverage
12,000 lemmas
98% coverage

1 word in 10
unknown

1 word in 20
unknown

1 word in 50
unknown



Where to start? How many words do 
our students know already?
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http://lextutor.ca/tests/



Where to start? How many words do 
our students know already? (2)
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http://lextutor.ca/rand/



Afterthought

• Which language is out of step here – English or 
French?
– Few languages have a separate academic lexicon

• Hazenburg & Hulstijn (c. 2005) calculated basic 
lexical competence in Dutch at 10,000 lemmas

• Maybe the shape of English reflects the lingua 
franca role the language has come to play 
– Such that its writers use *circumlocution* for 

complex ideas, rather than seeking « le mot juste »?
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ENGLISH AS A LINGUA FRANCA? BUT SURELY NOT IN 19th CENT. 



Further work
• As ever in corpus work, this needs empirical validation

– Do FL2 readers with 5k=95% lexicons actually experience a 
comprehension deficit?
• Or just have to look up a few more words?

– Is it worth teaching vocab up to 98% general coverage?

• As ever in corpus work, newer better bigger lists are probably 
just around the next corner
– Any picture is strictly provisional (yet we must do something Monday morning…)

• Perspective needed: 
My presentation deals with advanced learner issues, while 
90% of vocab work is getting over the 5k hump
– Establishing a basic form-meaning link ASAP so the true learning can 

begin (from reading, etc.)
73
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All references & software available 
@

www.lextutor.ca

facebook.com/groups/lextutor
twitter.com/lextutor

Merci !

cobb.tom@sympatico.ca 75



A method note
• But wait!  

• We are comparing lemmas v. families

Cat cats  v. cat cats catty

• 1000 families give more coverage than 1000 
lemmas

–How much more?

• Some recent work by Charles Browne 
suggests an answer 76
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http://www.newgeneralservicelist.org/

2368 / 2818 *100 = 84%

1000 lems have ~16% less coverage than 1000 fams in Eng
At High-Frequency NGSL zone (1k+2k) 

(probably less at lower frequency zones)



But even assuming (1) a 16% 
difference that (2) was maintained at 

lower-frequency zones 

• About every six lemma lists (6 x 16% = 96%) 
we would lose a k-level to maintain lemma-
family equivalence

– So in 18 levels we would lose 3

• The picture would not change greatly

– Even in exaggerated worst-case scenario
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Eng                                                       Fr
(fams)               (lemmas)                   
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K8 E-fams = k16 F-lems for 98% ?
→K8 E-fams =  k13  F-lems for 98%

Pattern is the same


